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Renato and the Lion A lion asks his animal friends to help him remove a thorn from his paw, but a tiny little mouse is the only
one who takes the time to help his friend.
Venice: Lion City An inspiring story that shows we all have a lion inside of us! "That day they BOTH learned That, no matter
your size, We all have a mouse AND a lion inside." A mouse feels small and insecure and determines that what he needs to
do is learn how to roar like a lion. He knows he has to act brave when he approaches a lion to learn how. In a hilarious turn of
events, the lion is afraid of mice! The mouse comforts the lion, they become friends, and we learn that there's a lion and a
mouse inside all of us. The inspiring text by Rachel Bright and the fun, bold illustrations by Jim Field teach young readers an
important lesson. Regardless of how big or mighty we are, we can all live our dreams and do what we want to do. Fans of
Aesop's "The Lion and the Mouse" will enjoy The Lion Inside!
The Book of the Lion A lion starts visiting the local library but runs into trouble as he tries to both obey the rules and help his
librarian friend.
In a Pit with a Lion on a Snowy Day Gorgeously illustrated in a large-format album with two gatefolds and a stunning foldout
of a jungle at war,The Tiger Who Would Be King is as entertaining as it is wise, as wry as it is passionate. Yoon's humorous
images support this beautifully written text with wit and insight, playing up the comic elements, while showing the pathos as
well.
How to Be a Lion For fans of Ezra Jack Keats, this perfect read-aloud is a timeless story featuring plenty of animals! A little
boy is looking for Lion. Lion is looking for lunch. And so our story begins. But look closely. . . . In this tale, nothing is quite as
it seems! Children will delight in this classic picture book with a mischievous twist.
Tawny Scrawny Lion A magical tale of the special bond between father and son recounts how young Joseph, living in the
African Savannah, comes to love a lion living nearby and how he learns to both love and trust his father. At night while his
village sleeps, young Joseph hears a lion's roar thunderclap across the wide East African Savannah. Joseph's father tells him
that it is not the right time to go and meet the lion, but when Joseph sees the lion racing towards him, his great head
streaming with gold and his paws as big as drums, a special friendship begins. Every noontime Joseph visits the lion's den.
He sleeps beside the lion, meets the lioness, and plays with the young cubs. Then one day, traders come looking for lion
cubs and an anxious fear awakens in Joseph: he suspects that his father has betrayed the lions. This beautiful father/son tale
explores an unusual friendship and a child's rite of passage. The Time of the Lion creates a metaphor for the magic of
childhood, a time when fantasy is reality, and lions are our friends. The beautiful artwork is the perfect compliment to this
tale, capturing the power and mystery of the African Savannah.
The Time of the Lion The first novel in The Kingdom Series as Robert Low moves from the Vikings to the making of Scotland.
Le Lion "Featuring all-new bonus material!"--Cover.
Mark of the Lion Gift Collection The touching, magical story of a boy in a war-torn country and the stone lion that rescues
him. Renato loves his home in Florence, Italy. He loves playing with his friends in the Piazza della Signoria. He loves walking
home by the beautiful buildings and fountains with his father in the evenings. And he especially loves the stone lion who
seems to smile at him from a pedestal in the piazza. The lion makes him feel safe. But one day his father tells him that their
family must leave. Their country is at war, and they will be safer in America. Renato can only think of his lion. Who will keep
him safe? With luminous watercolor paintings, Barbara DiLorenzo captures the beauty of Florence in this heartwarming and
ultimately magical picture book.
The Tiger who Would be King When gladiator Atretes locates his missing son, his plans to return to Germania are upset by
Rizpah, the young widow who adopted his abandoned baby and who will fight to keep the child she loves.
The Releasing Garry Wills's Venice: Lion City is a tour de force -- a rich, colorful, and provocative history of the world's most
fascinating city in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, when it was at the peak of its glory. This was not the city of
decadence, carnival, and nostalgia familiar to us from later centuries. It was a ruthless imperial city, with a shrewd
commercial base, like ancient Athens, which it resembled in its combination of art and sea empire. Venice: Lion City presents
a new way of relating the history of the city through its art and, in turn, illuminates the art through the city's history. It is
illustrated with more than 130 works of art, 30 in full color. Garry Wills gives us a unique view of Venice's rulers, merchants,
clerics, laborers, its Jews, and its women as they created a city that is the greatest art museum in the world, a city whose
allure remains undiminished after centuries. Like Simon Schama's The Embarrassment of Riches, on the Dutch culture in the
Golden Age, Venice: Lion City will take its place as a classic work of history and criticism.
How to Hide a Lion From the New York Times bestselling author/illustrator of Max the Brave comes an inspiring and adorable
picture book about a pair of unlikely friends who face down a pack of bullies. In this timely and charming story about the
importance of being true to yourself, mindfulness, and standing by your friends, we meet Leonard, a lion, and his best friend
Marianne, a . . . duck. Leonard and Marianne have a happy life together—talking, playing, writing poems, and making
wishes—until one day a pack of bullies questions whether it's right for a lion and a duck to be pals. Leonard soon learns
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there are many ways to be a lion, and many ways to be a friend, and that sometimes finding just the right words can change
the world . . . This sweet, funny, thoughtful, and much-needed story will open up readers' eyes to the importance of being
who they are and not backing down to hurtful criticism. It's an empowering tale about connecting with others and choosing
kindness over bullying, and shows children how angry and provocative words can be overcome by empathy and inner
courage. Nominated for the 2019 Kate Greenaway Medal and the 2019 Carnegie Medal A Bank Street College of Education
Best Children's Book of the Year An American Booksellers Association E.B. White Read-Aloud Honor Book An NPR Best Books
of 2018 selection A New York Public Library Best Books of 2018 selection ★ "Positive role models showing boys how to be a
whole person are few and far between these days. This marvelous book triumphs in that essential job."—Kirkus, starred
review "Children will feel empowered after reading such a deliberate story of unyielding strength and self-awareness.
Thoughtful and provocative words to live by."—School Library Journal "A gentle, Ferdinand-like soul. . . . Vere's fable makes a
watertight—and charming—case for ignoring the pressures of conformity."—Publishers Weekly "The spirit of Ferdinand the
Bull is a alive and well in How to Be a Lion."—NPR "gently reminiscent of Winnie the Pooh"—BookTrust
Leopold the Lion Lions rule the savanna and are taught to hate hyenas. Then Mya the Lion and Asia the Hyena both get
caught by a trapper and have to work together to escape. When they return home, they have to deal with protests and a
face-off between their species, and Mya has to decide: Should she rest easy in her lion power or speak up for her new hyena
friend?
Time for Change How does a very small girl hide a very large lion? It's not easy, but Iris has to do her best, because mums
and dads can be funny about having a lion in the house. Luckily, there are lots of good places to hide a lion - behind the
shower curtain, in your bed, and even up a tree. A funny, heart-warming story about a very special friendship.
Squeak the Lion A long lost manuscript by Geoffrey Chaucer draws Professor Dominic Hallkyn through the streets of Boston
and into a mysterious plot. When Professor Dominic Hallkyn receives an anonymous phone call late one night from a voice
claiming to possess a priceless Chaucerian manuscript presumed lost forever, he doesn’t know how to react. He soon finds
himself scrambling to meet the caller’s demands amid uncompromising suspense that culminates in a devilish plot twist.
Perry takes his readers on a mad dash through the winding streets of Boston in pursuit of the unique artifact that may be
doomed to disappear from history . . . this time, for good. The Bibliomysteries are a series of short tales about deadly books,
by top mystery authors.
The Lion Wakes (The Kingdom Series) The ASPCA Award-winning creators of And Tango Makes Three present the true story
of a domesticated lion cub whose devoted owners return him to the wilds of Kenya. 35,000 first printing.
Court of the Lion Once there was a tawny scrawny lion who chased monkeys on Monday—kangaroos on Tuesday—zebras on
Wednesday—bears on Thursday—camels on Friday—and on Saturday, elephants! So begins the funny, classic Golden story
of a family of ten fat rabbits that teaches the hungry lion to eat carrot stew—so that he doesn’t eat them!
When the Lion Roars
As Sure as the Dawn A lion in dungarees and a bird with a broken wing form an unlikely friendship when they meet one
autumn day. As the pair watch the other birds in the flock fly away, Lion takes it upon himself to care for his new friend.
Soon the pair are sharing stories in front of the fire, taking sleigh rides and whiling away winter evenings in their slippers.
Then, one day spring arrives. And so too do the other birds. Will Lion and Bird have to say goodbye to their friendship for the
summer? KEY SELLING POINTS Award-winning illustrations Rave reviews across the US and Canada #1 Best Picture Book
2014 from various selections Sales over 25,000 copies since publication in 2013 Internationally acclaimed author and
illustrator
The Lion and the Mouse In a tale set in eighth-century China during the T'ang dynasty, the emperor's power dwindles as, one
by one, those nearest to him are eliminated, and only eunuch Kao Li-Shih is left to save the empire
Christian, the Hugging Lion A 1,000 years have passedand Satan is about to be loosed on the world.Is Allie ready for the fight
of an afterlife-time?Her time, for nearly a millennium, has been spent training the Remnant Warriors for this moment. It has
not gone according to plan. Her charges have gotten complacent. It's hard to keep focus for centuries on end. And there's
another, more personal problem -- Allie has doubt.Satan's army won't.Will her Warriors be ready in time?Allie needs help.
Bringing along her typical snarkiness, she visits the Heavenly Father, who laughs at her jokes. But He isn't laughing when He
tells her what the next plan is. She doesn't see it coming and it's going to make everything worse.What's her next move?Are
they doomed?Christians who enjoy Fantasy will adore this tale of good vs. evil, because it has just the right amount of
humor, epic battles, and a hint of romance to make you keep turning the pages.Get it now.
The Lion's Paw When Joseph hears a lion's roar across the East African savannah, he disobeys his father by befriending the
lion and his cubs, and tries to save the pride from the threat of traders who Joseph fears are aligned with his father.
The Lion When a high-spirited little girl is caught being particularly naughty and is sent to the time-out chair, she imagines
what it would be like if she was really wild, like a lion or a bear. Reprint.
The Time of the Lion Originally published in hardcover in 2016 by Simon & Schuster.
The Lion and the Mouse The Seven Chronicles Of Narnia Are Brought Together In This Beautifully Presented Slipcase. The
Books And The Slipcase Feature Stunning New Fantasy Artwork By Cliff Nielsen. The Narnia Chronicles Remain One Of The
Most Enduringly Popular Series Ever. Now The Enchanting World Of Narnia Is Presented With A Stunning Series Of Specially
Commissioned Fantasy Covers, All Brought Together In An Eyecatching Slipcase.
A Lion Called Christian From ancient times to the present day, people have been telling stories about animals. Bob Hartman
is no exception. Over his many years as a professional storyteller, he has told stories about a menagerie of creatures - big
and small, tame and scary, real and mythical. The Lion Storyteller Book of Animal Tales features some of his favourites. This
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collection contains over 35 retellings - well-loved traditional tales, little-known legends, and several original stories. These
entertaining tales are drawn from all corners of the globe and feature a wide variety of animal characters. Yet this is more
than just a collection of animal stories, for many of these fun-filled retellings will also inspire children to think about right and
wrong. Appealing illustrations complement the fun and action of the words, capturing the mood of each story and bringing
animals, birds and insects vividly to life.
Chase the Lion A demon sits upon the Emerald Throne. The clans fight one another, and Shadowlands monsters fight them
all. Unless someone can unite the factions, the empire is doomed. At last the time has come for the mighty Lion clan to step
into the fray - but even it is divided. Two powerful samurai vie for control of the clan, and upon their clash rests the ultimate
prize - the fate of Rokugan.
Lion Cubs Meticulously documented with reliable sources and sound contextual biblical study, "When the Lion Roars" equips
you to understand the gravity of the days in which we are living. In "When the Lion Roars," discover what the Bible really
says about The unprecedented demonic outpouring of the last days, The spirit of the days of Noah, Why Turkey is central to
last days prophecy, Why Israel is the centerpiece of end time prophecy, The historical truth about Islam and ISIS, How should
Christians and the Church should respond to these prophetic times, And much more. We are living in intense but exciting
times. We are living in prophetically unprecedented times. Be on guard; prepare your heart and mind. Make certain you have
a biblically balanced understanding of our generation. Be ready with wisdom and perspective. We have been raised up For
such a time as this! The Lion of God s prophetic Word is roaring. Do you hear its call?"
The Lion's Den A National Book Award nominee! Returning to the same era of his "In a Dark Wood", Cadnum's majestic
novel--part mystery, part history--chronicles the pageantry and brutality of the Crusades under King Richard. Edmund, a
young apprentice, is awaiting punishment as a counterfeiter when a knight intervenes on his behalf--and compels Edmund to
join Richard Lionheart's forces in the Holy Land. There, amidst the savagery of the twelfth-century Crusades, Edmund learns
both courage and compassion, and discovers that cruelty is sometimes considered the will of Heaven. Set in medieval
England and the war-torn shores of the Middle East, Cadnum's tale weaves together a rich tapestry of storms at sea, the
brutality of hand-to-hand combat, and one of the classic horse and lance battles in recorded history--the Battle of Arsuf.
Chronicles Narnia A Fantasy Box Set Banker Sir Charles Cormer hires a team to kill Ethiopian emperor Haile Selassie to
prevent the transfer of Selassie's wealth from his bank to the new Marxist government
The Lion Inside The lion, which is the second largest cat in the world, is unique. Unlike other cats, adult lions are social
animals that live in groups, called prides. While a lioness retreats from the pride to bear her young, by the time her cubs are
four weeks old, she brings them in to meet the group. In this coming-of-age introduction to lion cubs, readers will see how
these little lions learn how to hunt and live as a group. The colorful interior spreads and gorgeous photos of lion cubs are
sure to delight emergent readers.
In the Skin of a Lion Sex, betrayal, and intrigue: A dream vacation on a luxurious yacht turns deadly in this pulse-pounding
beach read "chock full of delicious characters who flaunt their sins . . . like the latest Birkin bag" (Adriana Trigiani). Belle likes
to think herself immune to the dizzying effects of fabulous wealth. But when her best friend, Summer, invites her on a
glamorous getaway to the Mediterranean aboard her billionaire boyfriend's yacht, the only sensible answer is yes. Belle
hopes the trip will be a much-needed break from her stalled acting career and uniquely humiliating waitressing job, but once
she's aboard the luxurious Lion's Den, it soon becomes clear this jet-setting holiday is not as advertised. Belle's dream
vacation quickly devolves into a nightmare as she and the handful of other girls Summer invited are treated more like
prisoners than guests by their controlling host-and in one terrifying moment, Belle comes to see Summer for who she truly
is: a vicious gold digger who will stop at nothing to get what she wants. Belle realizes she's going to have to keep her wits
about her -- and her own big secret closely hidden -- if she wants to make it off the yacht alive.
The Lion's Share Even the King of the Jungle needs help sometimes, but who is brave enough to help such a powerful beast?
Courage comes in all sizes in Aesop�s classic fable, The Lion and the Mouse. Readers who are familiar with this timeless tale
and those who are new to the story will love the simple, beautiful language of this retelling. Endearing illustrations enrich the
narrative and draw in even reluctant readers. The unlikely friendship between a grouchy lion and a fearless mouse
introduces readers to important concepts such as respecting differences and using one�s weaknesses as strengths. With
relatable characters and a poignant moral, this book is sure to become a favorite in any library.
The Lion in the Living Room The complete 3-book historical Christian fiction series by the New York Times bestselling author
of Redeeming Love and The Masterpiece. Travel to first-century Rome in this classic series and discover what has inspired
millions of readers worldwide. This Collection bundles all three titles from the Mark of the Lion series into one volume. A
Voice in the Wind, the first book in the trilogy, introduces readers to Hadassah, a young Jewish girl captured and sold into
slavery but still holding firm to her faith in God. Though torn by her love for a handsome aristocrat, Hadassah becomes a
shining beacon of light in the darkness and depravity around her. In An Echo in the Darkness, Marcus, a wealthy Roman
aristocrat touched by Hadassah’s sincere belief, begins to wonder if there’s more to this life. As he continues to search for
meaning and faith, he is led by a whispering voice from the past that could set him free from the darkness of his soul. The
trilogy concludes with As Sure as the Dawn, which follows Atretes, the high chief of a Germanic tribe who fought as a
gladiator and won his freedom. As Atretes sets out to return home with his infant son, only one thing stands in his way:
Rizpah, a Christian widow who has cared for the baby since his birth. All three books in this latest Collection include a
preface from Francine Rivers and discussion questions suitable for personal and group use. “Francine Rivers puts readers
right into the history of the moment.” —Romantic Times “Francine Rivers without a doubt is one of the finest storytellers of
our generation. . . . No one reading her books will ever be the same again.” —Debbie Macomber, New York Times bestselling
author “As we ‘watch’ Hadassah and Atretes struggle through first-century trials, we learn how to handle similar situations in
the twenty-first century. The ‘costumes’ may vary, but our Lord does not change.” —Angela Hunt “Francine redefined
Christian fiction—honest, unflinching, powerful, life-changing—demonstrating why storytelling is the most effective way to
communicate God’s truth. Every Christian novelist writing today owes a debt of gratitude to Francine Rivers for lighting the
way.” —Liz Curtis Higgs “Francine Rivers writes from her heart to touch the hearts of her readers. Her books are essential
reading for all who love Christian fiction.” —Bodie Thoene
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Library Lion Bristling with intelligence and shimmering with romance, this novel tests the boundary between history and
myth. Patrick Lewis arrives in Toronto in the 1920s and earns his living searching for a vanished millionaire and tunneling
beneath Lake Ontario. In the course of his adventures, Patrick's life intersects with those of characters who reappear in
Ondaatje's Booker Prize-winning The English Patient. 256 pp.
Lion, Lion A simple retelling of the classic Aesop fable about a little mouse and a big lion follows an adventurous mouse that
proves that even small creatures are capable of great deeds--including rescuing the King of the Jungle. Simultaneous.
If I Were a Lion Batterson examines biblical and modern-day examples of people who were willing to put everything on the
line, take risks, seize opportunities, face fears, embrace uncertainty, and look foolish when it comes to chasing after Godgiven opportunities.
The Book of the Lion Read Along or Enhanced eBook: When Jack and Ella come across a friendly--and talented!--lion in their
backyard they are thrilled to take him in as their pet. And they're positive they know just how to care for their new pet,
ignoring Grandpa's cheeky asides. But soon Leopold the Lion grows despondent and chubby. Even the circus who lost him
won't take him back! Do Jack and Ella know what to do to get Leopold healthy again? A sweet story with a subtle
commentary on making healthy choices.
The Lion Storyteller Book of Animal Tales NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A stirring tale of a rare bond formed between
humans and an animal.”—Time Two men. One baby lion. What could go wrong? A Lion Called Christian tells the remarkable
story of how Anthony “Ace” Bourke and John Rendall, visitors to London from Australia in 1969, bought a boisterous lion cub
in the pet department of Harrods. For several months, the three of them shared a flat above a furniture shop on London’s
King’s Road, where the charismatic and intelligent Christian quickly became a local celebrity, cruising the streets in the back
of a Bentley, popping in for lunch at a local restaurant, even posing for a fashion advertisement. But the lion cub was
growing up—fast—and soon even the walled church garden where he went for exercise wasn’t large enough for him. How
could Ace and John avoid having to send Christian to a zoo for the rest of his life? A coincidental meeting with English actors
Virginia McKenna and Bill Travers, stars of the hit film Born Free, led to Christian being flown to Kenya and placed under the
expert care of the “father of lions” George Adamson. Incredibly, when Ace and John returned to Kenya to see Christian a
year later, they received a loving welcome from their lion, who was by then fully integrated into Africa and a life with other
lions. A video of this reunion has become a YouTube classic. Originally published in 1971, and now fully revised and updated
with more than 50 photographs of Christian from cuddly cub in London to magnificent lion in Africa, A Lion Called Christian is
a touching and uplifting true story of an indelible human-animal bond. It is destined to become one of the great classics of
animal literature.
The Lion and the Bird Squeak the Lion wants to be just like his older brothers. He hates being the baby of the pride. Even his
name is a silly baby name. No one calls him by his real name, Rory. One day, while out hunting, Squeak's brother Bruno runs
into trouble. Only fast thinking and strength can help as the elephants thunder nearer A charming, coming-of-age story that
is bursting with the colours of Africa.
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